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ABS-CBN, First Gen,
Lopez Holdings excel in
corporate governance

‘NXT’: Digital-first stories
boost ABS-CBN News’
fight vs fake news

L-R: Mark Jayson Hojilla, avionics technician; Carlo Conti, aircraft mechanic; Deecap Pocopio, aircraft mechanic
supervisor-fixed wing; Jerome Mendoza, aircraft mechanic supervisor-rotary wing; Donald Hammer, IS-BAO auditor;
Reymark Villafuerte, aircraft mechanic; Ghandie Martinez, aircraft mechanic; and Glenn Perez, corporate services
head

L-R: First Gen VP Rachel Hernandez, Lopez Holdings VP Maria Amina Amado and ABS-CBN CFO Aldrin Cerrado; SEC
chairman Emilio Aquino

THREE Lopez Group member companies were recognized
among the top 48 publicly
listed companies (PLCs) in the
Philippines using the ASEAN
Corporate Governance Scorecard (ACGS).
In ceremonies on June 11,
2019 graced by Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC)
chairman Emilio Aquino, the
Institute of Corporate Directors (ICD) awarded ABSCBN Corporation, First Gen
Corporation and Lopez Hold-

ings Corporation for being
among top performers in the
country.
The ACGS is an instrument
for the assessment and ranking
of PLCs in six participating
ASEAN countries: Indonesia,
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. It
aims to raise corporate governance standards and practices
among ASEAN PLCs, making
well governed ASEAN PLCs
attractive to investors and promoting ASEAN as an invest-

ment asset class. The ICD is
the SEC-appointed domestic
ranking body for the ACGS.
The three companies scored
80 or higher to be included in
the roster. ABS-CBN chief
financial officer Aldrin Cerrado, First Gen vice president
and corporate secretary Rachel
Hernandez and Lopez Holdings vice president and compliance officer Maria Amina
Amado received the honors for
the respective winning Lopezled PLCs.

LPZ, First Gen to pay cash dividends

THE board of Lopez Holdings
Corporation, in a special board
meeting on June 11, 2019, approved the declaration of a cash
dividend of P0.10 per share
to stockholders of record as of
June 26, 2019 and payable on or
before July 10, 2019.

The First Gen Corporation
board also approved on June
17, 2019 the declaration of
cash dividends on its outstanding Series G preferred shares
as follows: P3.8904 per share
on 112,445,800 outstanding
Series G preferred shares and

P0.38904 per share on the
13,750,000 Series G preferred
shares issued to First Philippine
Holdings Corporation by way
of private placement. The cash
dividends have a record date of
July 3, 2019 and a payment date
of July 25, 2019.

Lopez Group brings Kapamilya Karavan to Manggahan Festival

Lopez Group Foundation Inc. recently sponsored ABS-CBN Kapamilya Karavan in celebration of the 2019 Manggahan
Festival in Guimaras. Top photo shows the Lopez Group’s Jei-Jei Gertes, Cay Marbella and Lopez Achievement Award
Unsung Hero Agustin Zaragoza with “FPJ’s Ang Probinsyano” stars Coco Martin, Yassi Pressman, John Prats and
Bryan Lao, and Guimaras Governor Samuel Gumarin and Buenavista Vice Mayor Cecile Gumarin.
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INAEC achieves IS-BAO
Stage One certification
INAEC Aviation Corporation
on May 9, 2019 earned its International Standard for Business Aircraft Operations (ISBAO) Stage One certification.
This marks the first time that a
holder of an air operator certificate issued by the Civil Aviation
Authority of the Philippines has
been accorded the distinction.
The certificate was awarded
by the International Business Aviation Council (IBAC)
based in Canada after INAEC
passed a comprehensive audit
conducted by Mente Group, a
US firm certified by IBAC to
audit companies.
Stage One certification is
achieved when the operator’s safety management system (SMS)

has been documented, approved
and resourced, and implemented
at the time of the audit.
IS-BAO adopts international standards consistent with the
requirements of the International Civil Aviation Organization to prepare the operator
for domestic and international
operations. This is anchored on
the SMS to enable the operator
to achieve a risk-averse, generative safety culture.
According to the IBAC
website, audits are conducted
every two years to determine
the operator’s continued conformance with the standards
and recommended practices
and to provide feedback to the
operator on its practices.

Kurt Edwards, director general of IBAC, congratulated
INAEC on its accomplishment
and for joining the expanding
list of flight departments and
operators around the world that
have implemented the IS-BAO
to manage the safety, security,
efficiency and effectiveness of
their operations.
There are over 700 IS-BAOregistered operators around the
world. INAEC is one of only
two such operators from the
Philippines.
INAEC will continue to
work for the Stage Two and
Stage Three levels to attain its
goal of having an effective SMS
and sustainable culture of safety.

Batangas hospital taps EDC
for clean, renewable energy
MARY Mediatrix Medical
Center (MMMC) is now being
powered by clean, reliable power from First Gen Corporation
and Energy Development Corporation (EDC).
Located in Lipa, Batangas,
the hospital signed a two-year
contract for one megawatt of
geothermal power from EDC’s
Bacman Geothermal Inc.
“This contract symbolizes
our commitment not only to
our partnership but also to our
environment. It is a good opportunity that First Gen-EDC
offered us, this alternative energy solution. Not only will we
be able to generate substantial
savings through this initiative,
but we will still be able to deliver high-quality healthcare
services to our patients without
compromise,” said MMMC
CEO and president Dr. Robert

Magsino during the contract
signing in Batangas.
“Geothermal power provides
clean, renewable and reliable
energy that allows us to reduce
our operation’s negative impact
on the environment by reducing our carbon footprint. With
this in mind, we look forward

to a mutually beneficial and
strong partnership with First
Gen-EDC,” Magsino added.
MMMC has been giving quality care to its patients in Southern
Luzon since 1994. It received its
ISO 9001:2008 certification in
2013, proof of the hospital’s international quality standards.

L-R: First Gen power marketing senior manager Arlene Sy, EDC head of
business development, marketing, and trading Marvin Kenneth Bailon,
MMMC president Dr. Robert Magsino and SVP Marissa Panganiban

ABS-CBN News strengthens
its fight against disinformation and misinformation online with the launch of “NXT,”
informative videos on current
events and relevant issues produced for the digital generation
of Filipinos.
“NXT,” which is housed
within ABS-CBN News’ online and social media platforms,
will explain complex issues and
phenomena through concise,
engaging and well-researched
videos that will first be released
on digital. It “unbreaks” traditional news formats to suit the
changing needs, habits and interests of audiences online.
ABS-CBN News digital
head Karen Puno said they envision “NXT” to be the source of
authoritative news content produced specifically and especially
for the YouTube generation.

“We set up a new team
composed of video journalists
and producers that will utilize
all manner of audio and visual
tools and storytelling styles to
deliver relevant, credible and
authoritative breaking and context news stories to the digital
generation,” she said.
ABS-CBN Integrated News
and Current Affairs head Ging
Reyes said the small but nimble
team of video- and tech-savvy
producers will work with ABSCBN News’ veteran news reporters and researchers to come
up with videos that are truly
able to analyze and provide
context to current events.
“NXT” will also carry indepth reports, fact-check pieces
and features that convey the
biggest stories of the day.
Breaking in its video capabilities before “Halalan 2019” in

May, “NXT” produced veteran
journalist Christian Esguerra’s
explainer “#Halalan2019: Ano
Ang Trabaho ng Senador?.”
The “Millennial Meetup” series featured six young persons
for a discussion of pressing issues, while the “Pipol” series
focused on individuals who
achieved near-impossible feats
or have remarkable stories.
The “NXT” videos gather
anywhere from 150,000 to 2.5
million page views, attesting to
the new news consumers’ appetite for this video form. (K.
Choa)

KidZania Manila, Toy Kingdom
launch new department store
KIDS may now enjoy a new spot
of fun and learning in KidZania
Manila’s new establishment—
Toy Kingdom Department
Store—where they can fill two
exciting new roles and learn skills
helpful to their development.
Visitors can earn kidZos by
trying their hand at being selling clerks and brand specialists,
making toy shopping fun, easy
and convenient at the department store.
As selling clerks, they get
to practice organization and
customer service as they create
eye-catching product displays,
organize items on the shelves

and offer extras such as giftwrapping services.
Young minds may also train
as brand specialists, where they
can practice ingenuity in sharing features, advantages and
benefits as they do product
demos of selected items. With
this role, children can help customers realize if the items are
what they might want or need
to purchase.
To help them learn the value
of hard work, visitors may become shoppers and redeem
items from Toy Kingdom Department Store using kidZos.
Discounts await those with

BKidZanian PaZZports or
when they do cashless transaction using their BPI ATM
cards.
Toy Kingdom is the latest
feature at KidZania Manila,
the play city where kids four to
17 years old can learn life skills
by engaging in fun role-playing
activities designed to nurture
their interests and teach them
the value of hard work.
Aside from the new jobs at
the department store, kid visitors can also look forward to
new activities inside the Arts &
Design Academy, LBC and TV
studio.

Governor and CEO Cookie Bartolome (5th from left) and her team during the opening of KidZania Manila’s newest
establishment



ABS-CBN still PH’s
most watched in June
By Kane Choa

VIEWERS nationwide continued to choose ABS-CBN as the
network recorded an average
audience share of 44%, a 12point lead against GMA’s 32%,
according to data from Kantar
Media.
ABS-CBN’s dominance in
the nationwide ratings is reflected in the list of most watched
programs in June where Kapamilya programs secured nine
slots, with “FPJ’s Ang Probinsyano” on top with 37.3%.
Angel Locsin’s “The General’s Daughter” clinched the second spot with 30.8%, followed

Promos & offers

by “Search for the Idol Philippines” (28.3%).
“TV Patrol” (27.7%) remained the choice newscast of
viewers, while the real-life stories featured in “Maalaala Mo
Kaya” (26.8%) pushed the drama anthology to retain its spot
in the most-watched programs
list.
Viewers continued to turn
to “Kadenang Ginto” (23.7%)
every afternoon, while weekend shows “Hiwaga ng Kambat” (22.2%), “Home Sweetie
Home Extra Sweet” (21.8%)
and “Rated K Handa Na Ba

Kayo?” (19.6%) kept them entertained.
Meanwhile, ABS-CBN won
all time blocks in June, particularly in prime time where it recorded
an average audience share of 45%
compared to GMA’s 33%.
The Kapamilya network also
conquered the urban and rural
areas as it registered 42% versus GMA’s 26% in Metro Manila, 36% versus GMA’s 32% in
Mega Manila, 40% over GMA’s
35% in Total Luzon, 53% versus
GMA’s 24% in Total Visayas
and 52% versus GMA’s 28% in
Total Mindanao.

Pacman vs. Thurman on SKY Sports PPV for
only P949
Manny “Pacman” Pacquiao
guns for another win as he
challenges Keith Thurman
for the WBA super welterweight world championship
live via SKY Sports Pay-PerView on July 21. The reigning
WBA (regular) welterweight
world champion faces Thurman, who is 10 years his junior, after defeating Adrien
Broner in January and Lucas
Matthysse in 2018. Catch
the eight-division world
champion’s return to the
MGM Grand for only P949.
The promo is available to
digital SKYcable, SKY Fiber
and SKYdirect subscribers.
Subscribers on SKY Sports
Pay-Per-View will have access to its live and commercial-free airing in high definition, including its replays
right after the live event, as
well as its livestream with a
seven-day catch-up via SKY

on Demand. Call 418-0000
or visit mysky.com/pacman to
subscribe. SKYcable and SKY
Fiber + HD Cable TV Plan
subscribers can also text PPV
<SKY Account No.> to 23662.

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline

SKYdirect postpaid subscribers may text SKY to 23668,
while prepaid subscribers may
text PPV PACMAN <BOX
ID> to 23667 (Globe Prepaid
or TM).
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couch potato treats

Michael V electrifies on
MYX

Michael
V
brings his electric energy as
he ushers in
fresh tunes and
music videos as
MYX’s celebrity VJ for July.
Gloc-9 takes
on the role of
“MYX Headliner,” while the
“MYX Spotlight” is on the band Better Days. Catch celebrity
VJ Michael V on “Pinoy MYX” until Jul. 13, “Mellow MYX” on Jul. 14-20 and “MYX Backtrax” on
Jul. 21-27. MYX is on ABS-CBN TVplus Ch. 12,
SKYcable Ch. 23 and SKYdirect Ch. 37.

Members of MNL48 to perform
in China for AKB48 music fest
For over a year, members of
MNL48 have been on a path to
introduce the concept of a Japanese
idol to Filipinos, saying that their
type of music will be loved by many
someday.
And in their continuing efforts
to prove their worth, the group accepted an invitation to perform in
China as part of a music festival
organized by their official sister
group, Japan’s AKB48.
Eight members of MNL48
will be flying to Shanghai for the
AKB48 Group Asia Festival 2019
to be held at the National Exhibi-

tion and Convention Center on
August 24.
One of those is MNL48 Belle,
who was selected to represent the
group through an audition process
staged in March, before the results
of their second general election
were determined.
“I will do my best not to waste the
opportunity to represent MNL48
and the Philippines,” Belle said.
The others are Sheki, Abby, Brei,
Rans, Coleen, Sela and Kay.
They will join AKB48 themselves, AKB48’s Team SH and
Team TP, and their other interna-

tional sister groups based in Thailand, Indonesia and Vietnam.
This is the second time MNL48
will be performing abroad, with

the first being in the AKB48 Asia
Festival in Bangkok in January.
(Excerpted from news.abs-cbn.
com)

Cherry Pie shares story of forgiveness in ‘Radical Love’
By Kane Choa

Daniela-Romina rivalry
heats up as new man
enters ‘Kadenang Ginto’

The teleserye that spawned a thousand memes gets
even feistier as “Kadenang Ginto” opens its newest chapter. Expect more heated confrontations
between Romina (Beauty Gonzalez) and Daniela
(Dimples Romana), whose lives will soon turn upside down as they meet Leon, played by Richard
Yap. Where will the battle between the two Mondragons lead them? Will Leon create more chaos
in their lives? Don’t miss “Kadenang Ginto” on Kapamilya Gold on ABS-CBN and ABS-CBN HD
(SKYcable Ch. 167).

Daniel, Ian talk about
friendship on
‘Magandang Buhay’

Karla Estrada, Jolina Magdangal and Melai Cantiveros, the “momshies” of “Magandang Buhay,” get
up close and personal with Daniel Padilla and Ian
Veneracion as they talk about their friendship on
July 8 and 9. Not to be missed are the heartthrobs’
revelations and their jamming session. More beautiful stories with life lessons can be expected from the
momshies in the coming episodes. Watch “Magandang Buhay” every day at 8 a.m. after “Umagang
Kay Ganda.”

CHERRY Pie Picache had always
been a woman of faith—until the
brutal murder of her mother Zenaida Sison in 2014.
Five years after the tragedy, ABSCBN DocuCentral joins Cherry Pie
in her quest for peace and forgiveness
as she comes to terms with the past
by facing her mother’s killer in the
new documentary “Radical Love.”
The actress’ mother was found
brutally killed inside her house in
Quezon City. The prime suspect
was her houseboy, Michael Flores.
Authorities soon discovered that it
was a robbery attempt gone wrong.
Michael was sentenced with life

imprisonment for the crime.
Meanwhile, Cherry Pie was
trying to come to terms with the
tragedy. While her faith in God remained strong, she questioned her

ability to forgive.
Cherry Pie to her faith to help
her—and soon began to entertain
thoughts of forgiveness. For more
than a decade prior to her mother’s

killing, she had been involved in
prison ministry, which seeks to
promote rehabilitation of incarcerated individuals.
In “Radical Love,” Cherry Pie
looks back at the years that went
by since the tragedy, and how she
prepared to visit the New Bilibid
Prison to face Michael.
“Radical Love,” produced by
ABS-CBN’s award-winning documentary team DocuCentral, will
have replays on July 14 at 7 p.m. on
DZMM TeleRadyo and on July 15
at 7 p.m. on ANC. It will also be
available on iWant.ph following its
July 7 premiere on “Sunday’s Best.”

Darna 1st Filipino superhero to have a Funko collectible
DARNA will soon get a Funko
Pop variant, making it the first
local superhero to have its own
Funko collectible toy.
ABS-CBN collaborates with
Funko for the creation of the limited edition Darna Funko Pop which
will released to the public very soon.
The big Darna x Funko revelation happened at the recent TOYCON 2019 held at the SMX Convention Center, jumpstarting the

yearlong Darna 70th anniversary
celebration campaign.
Darna is one of the superheroes
in the Ravelo Komiks Universe,
the latest ABS-CBN brand created based on the legendary works of
famed comics artist Mars Ravelo.
The Ravelo Komiks Universe also
features the well-loved Captain
Barbell and Lastikman characters.
Funko is one of the leading creators of licensed pop culture prod-

ucts. It now has over 6,000 designs
featuring characters from TV,
films, comics and more. Headquartered in the US, its works were first
previewed at the New York Comic
Con 2010 and have been making
waves worldwide since then.
Aside from the #DarnaFunkoPop toy, other Darna collectibles
are also available in stores, such the
Darna card game, statuettes, shirts
and other novelty items.

‘Septic Tank 3’

Eugene stars as Josephine
Bracken in iWant series

EUGENE Domingo returns to her
iconic role as herself in the mockumentary “Ang Babae sa Septic
Tank 3: The Real Untold Story of
Josephine Bracken,” the follow-up
to the critically acclaimed “Septic
Tank” movies that will make its
way to the streaming service iWant
as an original series.
Streaming on iWant this July 17,
“Septic Tank 3” takes on historical

biopics after its prequels poked fun
at the indie film industry and the
Filipino rom-com that made the
“Septic” brand popular.
In “Septic Tank 3,” Eugene’s character goes out of her comfort zone
by directing, taking on the lead role
and producing her own film about
Bracken, Jose Rizal’s paramour. As a
first-time director, she makes the decisions, gathering the best talents in

the industry to produce her movie.
Will director Eugene’s first
movie achieve its desired outcome
after she casts hunky actor Tony
Labrusca as her leading man?

Before the seven-episode series
drops on iWant, users can watch
the first two “Ang Babae sa Septic Tank” movies for free on the
streaming service. (K. Choa)
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By Dan Lopez Layug

Partnerships are key to scaling impact
DURING my MBA at INSEAD in 2017, I learned that
collaboration among individuals can produce more results
than the sum of the parts of
individual contributions. In
the business world, this means
that no organization can enact
large-scale sustainable change
alone.
Last month, I refreshed my
skills at the INSEAD Alumni
Forum in Geneva, Switzerland.
This two-day conference is
part of the institution’s lifelong
learning initiative to ensure
alumni continually acquire the
latest knowledge applicable to
their professional life. This year,
high-profile business leaders
spoke about concurrently pursuing both profit and purpose.
This forum was extraordinary
because I was awarded the inaugural INSEAD Young Alumni
Achievement Award. This recognition is the highest honor a
recent MBA grad can receive
and is given to the student that
exemplifies INSEAD’s mission
of using “Business as a Force
for Good.”
The forum highlighted that
large companies and start-ups
benefit greatly from collaboration. As large companies aim to
grow profits and deliver societal
progress, a growing body of

empirical evidence shows that
partnerships are key for scaling impact. Large corporations
have the resources and network,
while impact start-ups have the
entrepreneurial passion to fulfill
the mission and the willingness
to sacrifice to change lives.
Partnerships can speed up a
large corporate’s initiatives because a start-up’s core expertise
is concentrated on one business
line. A lean team allows for a
lower cost-structure, the empathy to pinpoint market preferences and the agility to adapt
services. Focused branding
properly communicates value
proposition to customers. And
impact entrepreneurs are able
to inspire and motivate stakeholders to move as one.
The mind-set of teamwork
and cooperation has shaped the
way I do business.
PeoplePods Philippines,
Carmelray Group formalize
partnership
Many factory workers at
industrial parks migrate from
other provinces to Batangas and
Laguna for safe employment.
Because of housing shortages
in towns surrounding industrial
parks, workers pay high rent
that is accelerating faster than
in Metro Manila. Workers have
stable employment yet live in

Dan Layug receives the very first INSEAD Young
Alumni Achievement Award from INSEAD dean Ilian
Mihov and alumni association president Sadia Khan

unsafe and unsanitary spartan
dwellings.
Seeing the dire need to improve living conditions of workers, Carmelray partnered with
PeoplePods to improve the lives
of workers in Carmelray through
dignified female dormitory communities. As pioneers in the
industry, the coalition aims to
showcase that sustainable change
is possible when stakeholders act
together.
Carmelray brings its resources, network and track record of
business excellence. PeoplePods
brings:
1. Timing. New building
methodology can cut construction time in half so
Carmelray workers can be
housed immediately;
2. Agility. PeoplePods’ mar-

HR Updates

ABS-CBN recognized as outstanding
employer at Employer Brand Awards
ABS-CBN was recognized
once again as a preferred organization to work for in the
Philippines at the recent Philippine Best Employer Brand
Awards.
Paulo Tatad, head of recruitment marketing and sourcing
of ABS-CBN, accepted the
award in the ceremony held in
Dusit Thani Manila in Makati
City alongside other companies
that are exemplary in human
relations and use marketing

communications effectively for
human resources development.
This is the second straight
year that ABS-CBN was cited
by the Employer Branding Institute for its ability to attract
applicants and for providing
its people competitive salaries
and benefits, opportunities for
learning and development, and
other factors essential to a good
working environment.
This Best Employer Award
adds to the recognitions received

by ABS-CBN as a respected and
sought after employer.
In 2018, ABS-CBN was
cited as one of the Philippines’
best companies to work for in
Asia by HR Asia, a premier
publication for human resources professionals. In 2011,
the network won in the Asia’s
Best Employer Awards in Singapore. It also made JobStreet’s
Top Companies that Employees Aspire to Work For list
multiple times. (K. Choa)

Paulo Tatad (3rd from right), recruitment marketing and sourcing head, receives the award on behalf of ABS-CBN

Seated, l-r: Joser Santos, Charrie Yulo-Ng, Dan Layug and Gad Chusenfu; Standing, l-r: Rickie
Sarque, Peddy Palomar, Chito Zaldarriaga, Angela Yulo-Ng and Ana de Lara

keting and design team is
responsive enough to immediately incorporate feedback to boost service quality; and
3. Focus on UN Sustainable
Development Goals. We
aim to go beyond decent facilities by providing a community focused on uplifting
the dignity of women at the
base of the pyramid.
PeoplePods manages dignified dorm communities for female factory workers. Our mission is to promote job creation,
ensure a happier and healthier
workforce, and improve the
lives of our residents with safer, cleaner housing with more
amenities. The design—done
by the award-winning J+A Architects and a LEED-certified

sustainability specialist from
Gensler—focuses on promoting the livability and dignity of
the community.
Key takeaway: Unity is as
important to the Lopez
Group as it is to PeoplePods
What I hope readers take
away from this is that cooperation across and beyond
Lopez Group companies and
across departments is essential.
Whether your department is
big or small, is well-established
or newly created, has seasoned
professionals or energetic millennials, bringing the Lopez
Group to the next stage of
growth will depend on your
ability to work with each other
towards a common goal.
Dan Lopez Layug, CFA,
founded PeoplePods which provides

dignified and affordable dorms for
minimum wage workers of Batangas industrial parks. PeoplePods
was listed in the top “Social Enterprises to watch for in Asia in
2018” by DBS Bank (Singapore).
The start-up won 1st Place at the
35th INSEAD Venture Competition (France) and the 2017 Kellogg
Real Estate Competition (USA).
For inquiries, contact us through
www.peoplepods.co.
Layug holds a professional diploma in Building & Property
Management from the College
of Saint Benilde. He graduated
from Georgetown University
with undergraduate degrees in
Finance and Chinese Studies and
from an INSEAD MBA where
he was recognized as exemplifying the school’s vision of using
“Business as a Force for Good.”

Our very own

Vidanes honored with NewPH
award for women leadership
By Kane Choa

ABS-CBN chief operating officer of Broadcast Cory Vidanes
was recognized for her contributions and achievements in
the media industry and for being “the epitome of true women
leadership” at the 2019 MEGA
#NewPH Awards.
In her acceptance speech, Vidanes paid tribute to the Filipinos, the source of inspiration for
the people behind the country’s
leading media and entertainment
company in the past 65 years.
“Thank you to the Filipino
whose stories continue to inspire
us to create excellent and meaningful content that give hope, empowerment and love,” she said.
An industry veteran with over
three decades of experience, Vidanes said she found a deeper
sense of purpose in ABS-CBN
to be in the service of the Filipino, which is why she remains
passionate about her work.

“Creating excellent programs
is a passion. To give Filipino talent an opportunity to take center stage and make their dreams
a reality is fulfilling. Connecting the Filipinos worldwide to
home through our content and
experiences is both empowering and humbling,” she said.
Joining Vidanes among this
year’s awardees from the Kapamilya network at the Sofitel
Manila Grand Ballroom on June
12 is Star Magic, which was represented by its head Johnny Manahan and Kapamilya host Robi
Domingo. Star Magic was cited
for “being home to the country’s
biggest celebrities, and for defining every generation of Philippine
showbiz and entertainment.”
Bianca Gonzalez and Iza
Calzado, meanwhile, were
awarded for being “luminaries
of Filipino women empowerment” for their work in the

ABS-CBN COO-Broadcast Cory
Vidanes

group She Talks Asia.
Mounted by “MEGA Magazine,” the #NewPH Awards are
“a celebration of everything that
is great about the Filipino race.”
The annual tradition recognizes
individuals in different industries who embody the definition
of “Pinoy Pride.”
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By Carla Paras-Sison

Ronald Arguelles:
99 movies and counting

L-R: C1 channel head Ronald Arguelles with ABS-CBN Films management committee members Marizel Samson, Olivia Lamasan, Kriz Gazmen and Jacqueline Liu; The opening night of C1 Originals 2018 in Gateway Dolby ATMOS; The
now iconic poster of ‘That Thing Called Tadhana’ from C1 Originals 2014; Arguelles at the C1 Originals 2018 press conference. On the cover: Arguelles is interviewed by ABS-CBN News’ MJ Felipe

CINEMA ONE...
from page 1

CINEMA One (C1), one
of the first locally produced

cable channels in the Philippines, celebrates 25 years
of championing Philippine
cinema this 2019.

It marked the milestone
with a silver anniversary
theme song, “Laging Kasama”
performed by Daniel Padilla,
and by premiering the high-

est grossing Filipino film of
all time, “The Hows Of Us”
starring Padilla and love team
partner Kathryn Bernardo, on
C1.

Showcase for Filipino
films

Channel head Ronald
Arguelles says C1 was born
to provide a 24-hour channel

Meet the team

L-R, back row: Jason Desembrana, Din Flaviano, Jam Lucas, Devy Pacturayan, Kat Valencia, Lea Cajumban, Karla Castañeda, Ronald Arguelles, Kats Pador, Roselle Mariano, Beng
Dinamarca, Kitty Lanto and JV Erispe; front row: Geline Gonzales, Sheila Domingo, Karen Songco, Arvy Ignacio and Angela Aguila

Milestones
1994

Sky One, the predecessor of Cinema One (C1), is launched on
June 12 with Ronald Arguelles as
channel head; its offerings include
public affairs and business programs in addition to local movies

1998

On June 29, Sky One becomes
Pinoy Blockbuster Channel, a
cable channel that exclusively
offers Filipino movies

2001

The channel takes on its cur-

rent name, C1, and starts airing local production shows

2004

C1 is brought to Filipino communities in North America,
the Middle East, Europe and
Asia-Pacific

2005

Launches the first C1 Originals Film Festival featuring six
films

2006

“Huling Balyan ng Buhi”
directed by Sherad Anthony

Sanchez and starring Marilyn
Roque, Jeliete Ruca and Ronald Arguelles wins C1 Originals’ first Best Picture award

2008

The first OpenAir C1 outdoor
screening, of the 1980 movie
“Temptation Island,” is held in
Boracay

2013

The ninth C1 Originals is the
channel’s biggest one to date
with 15 movies taking part in
the film fest

2015

Collaborates with The Philippine Star for its first series,
“Single/Single,” directed by
independent filmmaker Pepe
Diokno
“That Thing Called Tadhana” produced by C1 Originals
is released nationwide, grossing more than P130 million

2016

“Ang Babaeng Humayo” (“The
Woman Who Left”) directed
by Lav Diaz and produced

by C1 wins the Golden Lion
Award (Best Picture Grand
Prize of the Festival) at the
73rd Venice International Film
Festival

2018

Brings “Single/Single,” still
starring Matteo Guidicelli and
Shaina Magdayao, to the big
screen

2019

Kicks off its 25th year by
launching “Laging Kasama,”
its silver anniversary theme

showcasing Filipino films.
C1 was formerly known as
Sky One, one of the first cable
channels developed for SKYcable by its programming division under Leng Raymundo in
1994. The aim was to provide a
local counterpoint to SKYcable’s
channel lineup that included
CNN, HBO and ESPN.
“SKYcable did not have a lot
of locally produced channels at
the time because we were just
starting, the cable business was
in its infancy,” recalls Arguelles.
Arguelles was a member of
the original SKYcable programming team before taking the
reins at C1. A year later, the programming group was rebranded
as an ABS-CBN subsidiary
called Creative Programs Inc.
(CPI). In addition to C1, the
CPI portfolio includes Metro.
style, launched in 1999 as Lifestyle Network; MYX, founded
in 2000; and newest channel
Jeepney TV founded in 2012.
Meanwhile, Sky One aired
stock market reports and Senate
updates in the morning before
switching over to local movies
for the rest of the day.
Looking over the ratings
of Sky One, the team noticed
the strong performance of the
movie block—people were
watching—and decided to give
local flicks their own “home.”
song performed by Daniel
Padilla
Starts growing its YouTube
channel, where it regularly
streams movies and uploads
program clips
Joins the celebration of 100
Years of Philippine Cinema
(September 12, 2019-September 11, 2020) by airing “Tatlong
Taong Walang Diyos” starring
Nora Aunor and Christopher
de Leon, and the 1941 movie
“Ibong Adarna,” in June

Sky One became Pinoy
Blockbuster Channel in 1998,
airing mostly movies from Regal Films—the studio behind
the era’s biggest hits—and independent productions.
In 2001, the channel was
ready for another transformation—and a new name courtesy
of then ABS-CBN president
Freddie M. Garcia, who christened it “Cinema One.”
With the refresh came an
expanded repertoire—C1 was
now also producing magazine
shows that supported and
enhanced the movie-focused
programming, Arguelles notes.
By then, Star Cinema was
churning out as many as 14
movies a year, giving C1 a deep
well from which it could draw
Filipino films for airing on TV.
ABS-CBN’s film and television production outfit was C1’s
contemporary, having been
established in 1994.
Its non-film offerings, on the
other hand, include the longrunning “Cinemanews” hosted
by Bianca Gonzalez and “Inside
the Cinema” with Boy Abunda.
It also had shows hosted by Kapamilya artists such as “Persona,”
“Cover Story,” “Review Night,”
“My Space,” “VIP Pass” and “The
Celebrity Hit List.”
Its core programming of classic and contemporary Filipino
films was such a hit that C1 has
been the Philippines’ no. 1 cable
channel for several years running,
says Arguelles.
Screenwriter Ricky Lee, in
a recent “Inside the Cinema”
interview, called C1 the “go-to
channel if you want to watch
local films.”
As someone who lives and
breathes movies,Arguelles has this
advice for film buffs and aspiring
cineasts: “Never forget to watch
classics (‘Anak Dalita,’ ‘Insiang,’
‘Himala,’ ‘Moral,’ Star Cinema’s
‘Anak’) before watching the new
Philippine cinema (‘That Thing
Called Tadhana,’ Jerrold Tarog’s
‘Confessional,’ Chito Roño’s
‘Signal Rock, Black Sheep’s ‘Exes

Baggage,’ new musical forms in
films like ‘Changing Partners’ and
genre films like the ones made by
Erik Matti and more).”
He adds that the new films
of Black Sheep and C1 Originals would cater to younger audiences since “the creators are
mostly fresh filmmakers with
stories reflecting the new Filipino culture and the lifestyle of
this generation.”
On the other hand, viewers
looking for a dose of nostalgia
could catch the classics and
older movies restored by ABSCBN Film Restoration which
are shown on C1 every Sunday.

Beyond movies

At 25 years old, C1 has gone
beyond merely airing movies
and magazine and talk shows,
living up to its promise of “laging kasama.”
Even as 95% of its programming remains dedicated to
movies, it has branched out to
producing films and discovering
talent through its C1 Originals
film festival, now going on its
14th year.
“In 2005, industry output
was lacking and doing digital
production was cheaper than
film productions,” Arguelles
recalls about the competition’s
beginnings. “C1 Originals
supplies content for the channel while discovering new film
voices for the industry.”
The annual showcase’s most
notable yield is arguably Tonet
Jadaone’s “That Thing Called Tadhana” from the 2014 festival. But
C1 Originals also paved the way
for gems such as “Confessional,”
“Changing Partners,” “Ang Babaeng Humayo,” “Si Chedeng at
si Apple,”“Baka Bukas,”“Nervous
Translation,” “Hamog,” “Esprit de
Corps” and “Shift,” among others,
to be seen and appreciated by a
wider audience.
These films, Arguelles
points out, “won awards and
international recognitions for
achieving new content directions in Philippine cinema.”
C1 regularly organizes out-

door movie screenings dubbed
OpenAir C1. The initiative
aims to bring the moviegoing
experience face to face to the
viewers, pumped up with celebrity appearances, live music
and games. In the latest edition
this summer in Nuvali, Laguna,
hundreds of fans swooned over
“The Hows Of Us” and the
Angelica
Panganiban-Carlo
Aquino starrer “Exes Baggage.”
The 2018 edition, also held
in Nuvali, paired Star Cinema’s
“Unexpectedly Yours” with
“Power Rangers.”
A Christmas OpenAir C1
hosted by Lancaster New City,
Cavite in 2017 featured backto-back Star Cinema hits, “Love
You to the Stars and Back” and
“Can’t Help Falling in Love”;
earlier, in the summer of 2017,
OpenAir C1 returned to Nuvali
for a screening of “La La Land,”
and “My Exs and Whys” with
Liza Soberano and Enrique
Gil.
The premier cable channel is also focused on growing
on YouTube, where it streams
full-length films and program
clips. As of this writing, C1 has
compiled more than 130,000
subscribers and 16 million views
on the platform.
Arguelles stresses that streaming services present the young
Filipino audience with a new
option when it comes to their
online entertainment needs.
The challenge for C1, then,
is to present its content with
better technology, signal, curation and overall quality.
As it moves forward, the
“HBO of the Philippines” continues to look to the example of
the 46-year-old network.
“It remains the ideal since
C1 is still aiming for local productions of series, miniseries
and biography features. At the
same time, we want to do more
collaborations with platforms
such as iWant and YouTube.
We also hope to continue producing more diverse and exciting films,” Arguelles says.

RONALD Arguelles was still
a student not yet done with his
thesis when he joined ABSCBN Corporation as a talent
in 1988. He was recruited to
be a researcher of a new art
magazine show called “Café
Bravo.”
“During that time, we were
very passionate about what
we were assigned to do. We
were students and were very
eager to work. We worked on
a pilot show for six months
without a talent fee. I don’t
know how I survived that
period but I surely learned a
lot from there.”

Passion project

He later moved to another
“passion project”: “Tatak Pilipino,” where he worked first
as researcher and then as segment producer. In between, he
went back to school and finished Film and Audio-Visual
Communication Studies at
the University of the Philippines Diliman.
Arguelles became a regular
employee in 1992 and became
channel head of Sky One,
the predecessor of Cinema
One, in 1994. He oversaw the
channel’s transformation into
Pinoy Blockbuster Channel
in 1998 and then into
Cinema One (C1) in
2001.
Today, he is brand
head for movies at
ABS-CBN subsidiary Creative
Programs Inc.
and executive
producer
of
Cinema One
Originals.
IMDb lists
99 movies
that credit
him as producer or executive producer from
2005 to 2018. More
films are bound to be added
to the list this year. IMDb is
an online database of films,
TV programs, home videos
and video games and internet
streams that include cast, production crew and personnel
biographies, plot summaries
and fan reviews and ratings.

Repository of films

Arguelles says C1 provides
linear curated programming as
a repository of films acquired
and collected in ABS-CBN’s

film archives. Meanwhile, C1
Originals, which was launched
in 2005, serves as a discovery platform for ABS-CBN
Films.
“The challenge now is to
make the C1 brand relevant
outside of the cable platform,”
he says.

Collaborations

The C1 team addresses this
challenge by doing more collaborations with other groups
and extending the brand to the
digital platforms of ABS-CBN
and others. “I’m also working
now with the DTT (digital
terrestrial television) group of
ABS-CBN programming and
leading a movie channel called
Movie Central.”
Asked what motivates him
to go to work every day, Arguelles quips, “I ask that question every day.”

But the passion for film and
the quest to discover new talent
seem to drive him to continue
working at ABS-CBN, where
he’s remained for three decades
and counting. He continues
to grow professionally, working with other groups such as
promotion, marketing, sales,
third-party production groups
and within the ABS-CBN
Film Ecosystem to bring the
best of the best concepts into
cinematic reality.
Going forward, Arguelles
expects to produce more
films, discover even more
filmmakers, talents, writers,
directors and producers, and
to upgrade the technology
they are using—all to improve the viewing experience
of C1 and ABS-CBN audiences worldwide.

Diverse content

He believes C1 productions reflect the Lopez Value
of a pioneering entrepreneurial
spirit.
“Aside from discovering
new voices and talents that we
could later hire for other platforms, I would like to think
that diverse content—regional
films, original unique works,
strange, inspiring stories outside of the
formula mixed with
other more commercial ideas and
genres—would
be the ideal
content need
of our audience looking
for variety
and true
representations.”
His message
for
“L opezLink”
readers: “Watch
more Filipino movies to understand our
current culture and
history. Read more
articles about our
programs
from
our website and
print media, like
behind-the-scenes
productions,
or
documentaries about
our passion projects.
Learn more about
the passion and hard
work behind our
productions.”
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KCFI interns help
animate books for
young learners

SKY, KCFI empower over
250,000 public school students
PUBLIC school children will
soon be able to enjoy learning
from new materials developed
by multimedia arts students
who took part in Knowledge
Channel Foundation Inc.’s
(KCFI) internship program.
KCFI president and executive director Rina Lopez-Bautista said: “Our interns have been
playing significant and pivotal
roles in achieving Knowledge
Channel’s vision. They have made
significant contributions for
KCFI in animation, software development, marketing and communication, and other outputs
that benefit our Filipino learners
and teachers. It is not just about

the work they do but the impact
they make on the public school
system and, subsequently, on the
country.”
KCFI has a program, “Basa
Bilang,” that aims to educate
Grades 1 to 3 learners on oracy,
beginning reading in English
and Filipino, and early numeracy through animated videos.
Most of the 168 interns collaborated with animation developers to animate Department of
Education-prescribed textbooks
and children’s stories to be shown
on air via Knowledge Channel,
online through www.knowledgechannel.org and offline
through the Knowledge Channel

Portable Media Library. They also
assisted in engaging school communities and produced marketing
materials for the educational animation videos.
The internship’s success led
to the creation of a volunteer
component of the program—the
Knowledge Channel Volunteer
and Internship Program or
KCVIP. Alongside this is the
announcement of the senior high
school immersion component.
KCFI aims to develop more
videos for primary-grade beginning reading and math in the
next three years to help improve
student proficiencies in these
subjects.

ABS-CBN honors soldiers
anew at ‘Saludo’ in Lucena
ABS-CBN continues to honor
soldiers with the latest leg of
“Saludo sa Sundalong Pilipino”
held at the Armed Forces of the
Philippines (AFP) Southern
Luzon Command (SoLCom)
in G. Nakar, Lucena City.
About 500 members of the
AFP and their families enjoyed
a day of entertainment, fun and
games, and camaraderie alongside ABS-CBN talents and
executives.
Dimples
Romana
and
Beauty Gonzalez of “Kadenang
Ginto” and Aljur Abrenica and
Ejay Falcon of an upcoming
series led fun games with the
soldiers.
“PBB Otso”Big Four Batch 2
Andre Brouillette, Lou Yanong,
Fumiya Sankai and Yamyam
Gucong, and “It’s Showtime’s”
GirlTrends performed song and
dance numbers.
ABS-CBN News reporter
and anchor Jeff Canoy, who
covered the Marawi conflict in

Ongoings
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By Yna Musico

OVER 250,000 students in farflung areas unreached by advances
in media technology nationwide
now have access to the curriculum-based learning materials of
Knowledge Channel Foundation
Inc. (KCFI), with its partnership
with SKYdirect, SKY’s direct-tohome satellite TV service.
Utilizing satellite television
technology, SKY brings Knowledge Channel to homes via SKYdirect, which requires no heavy
transport of equipment and can
reach remote areas where satellite
television signals are available.
“Through our partnership
with KCFI we are able to deliver quality education across the
country and stories of hope for
these children,” SKY Corporation president and chief operating officer March Ventosa said.
KCFI aims to establish a
solid educational foundation via

curriculum-based multimedia
learning resources. These materials are aired over the foundation’s
on-air counterpart, Knowledge
Channel, and are used by teachers to make learning more attractive to young students.
“Through the SKYdirect
connections which households
everywhere could subscribe to,
KCFI found an ally to ‘reach
more and teach more’ learners
of all ages and socioeconomic
brackets,” said Rina Lopez-Bautista, KCFI president and executive director.
Moreover, “every single day,
with SKYdirect, we are able
to ‘reach and teach’ those who
most need to be reached and
taught. These are the students
enrolled in schools in the
farthest corners of the Philippines, including children in day
care centers, those under the

Alternative Learning System,
and the general public especially in areas where SKYdirect
is the only available platform
that can receive and transmit
Knowledge Channel,” LopezBautista added.
Over 10 years ago, Knowledge Channel helped increase
the average score of students
from Valugan Elementary
School, Basco Central Elementary School and Basco Science
High School in the National
Achievement Test to more than
20%.
“The observed higher level of
performance among students is
enough reason for us to keep on
working with Knowledge Channel,” Ventosa said.
SKY plans to donate more
SKYdirect kits to schools nationwide through its continuing
partnership with KCFI.

THE Lopez Museum and Library teams up with the Ateneo
Art Gallery to present two lecture
series that dive into Philippine
art forms and their iterations in
contemporary practice.
“My Name is [Blank]: Understanding Philippine Visual
Arts” with Dr. Ambeth Ocampo and “Recall: Understanding
Philippine Art Forms” are for
individuals interested in exploring the different movements
that helped shape Philippine
culture, from imagined worlds
in ancient maps, to the introduction of film and Technicolor
to Philippine theaters.
Ocampo will revisit Filipino
artists in “My Name is [Blank].”
From a seeming enigma in the
form of an engraver of maps,
to the prolific yet lesser known
Hidalgo, Ocampo will discuss

Seeds of Hope

the forms and movements the
visual arts takes in different
time periods.
Utilizing the vast collections
of the Lopez Museum and Library and the Ateneo Art Gallery, the lecture series tackles
everything from 19th-century
to contemporary art.
The museum has yet to finalize the schedule of “My Name
is [Blank],” which it will also
announce on its social media
accounts.
“Recall” focuses on introducing different genres of
Philippine art. Branching out
from wall-bound paintings, this
lecture series will also delve into
film and theater. Learn more
about the media that permeates the contemporary world
through these talks: “Beyond
Odalisques: 19th Century

Women Artists” with Dr. Eloi
Hernandez on July 20, Saturday; “Social Realism” with
Lisa Ito-Tapang on August
17, Saturday; “Bodabil: From
Stage to Screen” with Dr. Nick
Tiongson on September 14,
Saturday; “Salvador ‘Badong’
Bernal” with Gino Gonzales
on September 15, Sunday;
“Post-War Cinematography”
on September 28, Saturday,
and “Experimental Cinema” on
October 13, Sunday, both with
Nick Deocampo; and “David
Medalla” with Adam Nankervis
on October 26, Saturday.
All Saturday lectures will be
held at the Ateneo Law School
amphitheater, while Sunday lectures will be at the Arete Creative Hub in Ateneo de Manila
University. For inquiries, call
Yna at tel. no. 631-2425.

By Dulce Festin-Baybay

OML Center bats for science-based actionable policies

Engineer and ECCRI founder Glenn Banaguas (front row, 4th from left) and his team of junior research scientists from
DLSAU-ECCRI won a TAYO Award in 2016

L-R: PRC commissioner Yolanda Reyes, Philippine Association of the Professional Regulatory Board Members Inc.
president Robert Sac, PRC chairman Teofilo Pilando Jr., ABS-CBN trustee Charo Santos-Concio, ALKFI managing
director Susan Afan and marketing head Paul Vincent Mercado
‘Kadenang Ginto’ actresses Dimples Romana, Beauty Gonzalez and other
ABS-CBN talents pay tribute to Filipino soldiers

2017 alongside Filipino soldiers, was also present to thank
the modern-day heroes for their
bravery and courage.
On behalf of the network,
ABS-CBN executives led by
chairman Mark L. Lopez,
president and CEO Carlo L.
Katigbak and COO of broadcast Cory Vidanes personally
thanked the soldiers for their
sacrifice and service.
Led by SoLCom commander Lt. Gen Gilbert Gapay

and deputy commander B. Gen.
Monico Batle, the soldiers and
their Kapamilya guests concluded the day’s celebrations
with a boodle-style salu-salo.
The event is the latest leg
of ABS-CBN’s “Saludo sa
Sundalong Pilipino” which was
launched in 2017 and has gathered stars from hit Kapamilya
programs and other Kapamilya
celebrities to bring joy to soldiers in Cagayan de Oro, Tarlac,
Nueva Ecija and Manila.



A deep dive into Philippine art forms

The SKY-KCFI partnership gives over 250,000 students in far-flung areas access to the learning materials of
Knowledge Channel

Multimedia arts students interning at KCFI work with animation developers to animate DepEd-prescribed textbooks

Museum/Values

Licensed professionals to do public service
By Eva Mae Nares

TO serve more Filipinos in
need, ABS-CBN Lingkod Kapamilya Foundation Inc. (ALKFI) and Investments in Loving Organizations for Village
Economies (ILOVE) Foundation sealed a partnership with
the Professional Regulation
Commission (PRC).
The agency committed
to provide free services from
PRC-registered professionals
to the communities served by
ALKFI and ILOVE Founda-

tion.These professionals include
doctors, engineers, teachers, social workers, agriculturists and
architects, among others.
“Ang kino-commit namin
dito ay ang serbisyo namin na libre. Ibig sabihin, kapag nangangailangan ng doktor, the chapter
in that area could be tapped to
help. Kapag may medical mission, may dental mission, may
mga chapter iyan all over,” PRC
commissioner Yolanda Reyes
said.

Present in 24 areas nationwide, ALKFI’s environmental
arm Bantay Kalikasan and
ILOVE Foundation expressed
gratefulness for the opportunity
to collaborate and extend more
assistance through the agency’s
members.
“It brings the service to the
communities, because we want
to empower them, we want to
improve the quality of lives of
the Filipinos,” said ABS-CBN
trustee Charo Santos-Concio.

In line with this column’s objective
of featuring impact stories from the
Lopez Group’s CSR initiatives,
here is one from the OML Center
for Climate Change Adaptation
and Disaster Risk Management
Foundation Inc. (OML Center)
headed by executive director Rodel
Lasco, which formulates sciencebased policies regarding climate
change and its effects. Lasco, doing
his part in helping raise awareness on global warming and the
water crisis as well as sending
climate messages to the public, has
been contributing opinion articles
on climate change and its sciencebased impacts to select news sites
such as the “Philippine Daily
Inquirer” and appearing on ABSCBN’s “Red Alert.”
THE youth are indeed
concerned with climate change.
And they are doing something
about it.

In 2014, OML Center’s
research grants funded a study
called “Impact and Risk Analyses of Climate Variability on
the Food and Environmental
Security in Tarlac Province.”
Its purpose was to create adaptation strategies to increase
agricultural resilience in three
municipalities: Paniqui, Ramos
and Pura. This area in Tarlac
has always been a “hot spot”
that experiences biophysical
and socioeconomic tensions as
a result of such changes.
The actual experiences are
validated using scientific global
climate models or GCMs in
order to improve the learning
and awareness of those who
will be affected.
The period of 1900-2009
was used for the assessment
both for the impacts and risks
of the natural and anthropo-

genic disasters, while a 60-year
projection is performed for
planning and policy-making.
Flood detector system
The focus on adaptation
options and ways of enhancing
agricultural resilience at the local level contributes to training
or capacity building and local
empowerment.
One of the main outputs
of the study is the ultrasonic
flood detector system that was
designed as an early warning
mechanism for flooding incidence.
The system monitors water
levels through sound waves and
alerts the residents through text
messages once the water reaches
threatening levels. Such advance
warning reduces the exposure to
flooding of the residents who
are mostly farmers. The combination of natural, social and

economic studies identifies a
variety of options for management and policy reform.
These alternatives are then
delivered as briefing materials
to managers and decision makers in agricultural communities
and society at large in Tarlac,
according to the OML Center
website. The strong partnership
with the local government units
and other stakeholders (community of farmers, people’s
organizations and nongovernmental organizations) provide
a strong scientific and political
support for the development of
effective science-based governance approaches.
Three barangays
The flood detector system
was installed in three barangays:
Salomague in Paniqui, Pance
in Ramos and Cadanglaan in
Pura.
The local governments of
Tarlac as well as the study’s
stakeholders commended the
system for building the communities’ resilience against
flooding and reducing agricultural vulnerability, said Perpilili
Tiongson and Katherine Mae
Sarmiento of OML Center.
The study hopes to install
more ultrasonic flood detector
systems across the country to
increase Filipinos’ resilience to
typhoons and other flood-related events.
The research project was
headed by engineer Glenn
Banaguas in partnership with
junior research scientists from

De La Salle Araneta University
(DLSAU)-Environmental and
Climate Change Research Institute (ECCRI).
Passion
According to Banaguas, he
founded ECCRI because of his
passion to reach out to the poorest of the poor through research.
ECCRI is the only research
institution in the country and
in Southeast Asia that trains
undergraduates to be involved
in researches related to climate
change and disaster risk.
“The junior research scientists of ECCRI are undergraduate students. Some of them
were my students. I invited
them…to be part of ECCRI.
When they said yes, I also asked
permission from their parents.
I gave an orientation about the
significance of the project; I explained how this project would
help their children to learn
more outside the university.
It was about doing something
outside their comfort zones
and enhancing their skills and
talents in research,” Banaguas
said.
Due to the study’s functionality and efficiency, the junior
research scientists from DLSAU were given the 2016 Ten
Accomplished Youth Organizations (TAYO) of the Philippines Award at Malacañang
Palace.
Behavioral change
Banaguas also commended
the stakeholders for supporting
and cooperating with his team.

“They were very supportive.
We explained the very essence
of this scientific and humanitarian endeavor to their lives. It’s
about making whole communities resilient, and taking care of
their home and preparing them
for the worst-case scenarios.”
He added: “Because of our
sincerity, there was a behavioral
change that happened among
the stakeholders.”
In fact, the collaboration
between community and scientists resulted in a strong bond,
such that the team makes sure
to visit them in Tarlac every
year.
State of PH climate
This is just one of the outputs of OML Center as part
of its mission to ensure that
their science-based knowledge
regarding various aspects of
climate change and disaster
mitigation leads to action.
The center has also published the country’s 2017
climate- and weather-related
events, its fourth edition of
“The State of the Philippine
Climate” or SPC. The center’s
findings show that the country
experienced generally hotter- and wetter-than-normal
conditions in 2017. The year
also showed generally higherthan-normal rainfall conditions
and above-average number of
tropical cyclones that visited
the Philippines.
For more information on
OML Center, visit their website at www.omlopezcenter.org.
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INAEC Strong: The Pulag adventure
By Maila Padpad-Banaag

Lifelong Wellness

Asian Eye steps up eye
care game with launch
of EyeSite Vision Studio

Interactive
Sudoku

Maglaro tayo ng Sudoku, ang bagong libangan ng bayan! Ayusin
lamang ang mga numero simula 1 hanggang 9 para ang bawat numero ay minsan lang magagamit sa bawat row, column at kahon.

By Charizze Henson

INAEC president Jay Lopez (front row, 2nd from right), successfully leads the team’s charge to the top

IT is a truth universally acknowledged that we discover
our strength not simply through
the weight of the load we carry
but by the obstacles we overcome in the paths we take.
On May 18, 2019, INAEC
demonstrated that it is indeed
and by all means strong.
It began with a decree. In
March, INAEC president Benjamin “Jay” R. Lopez (BRL), to
a mix of delight and disbelief,
declared that the company summer outing will be highlighted

by a trek to Mt. Pulag—an accomplishment initially achieved
by INAEC in 2013.
Trek preparations
Against a backdrop of excited, or BMI-challenged, or
downright unwilling participants, INAEC began its trek
preparations. Regular Zumba
classes, led by company nurse
Casey Tañedo, were held twice
weekly. Physical examinations
were done to test the employees’ fitness. Dr. Ted Esguerra,
a renowned mountain climber,

conducted an orientation on
the necessary gear to be brought
during the hike.
Those present during the
2013 Mt. Pulag climb lost
no time in regaling their colleagues with worrisome stories
of the unforgiving cold of the
mountain, the darkness of the
trail and the length of the journey.
The INAEC team had good
reason to be daunted. At its
highest peak, Mt. Pulag stands
at 2,926 meters above sea level,

or roughly around 10,000 feet.
Still, all trepidations aside, the
employees persisted until the
day finally arrived.
At 1:20 a.m. on May 18,
the INAEC team, led by BRL
and accompanied by Esguerra,
embarked on their climb. Of
the 18 trekkers, only six had
climbed Mt. Pulag before.
Pleasant temperature
Numerous stops were made
to allow people to literally
catch their breaths. At these
Turn to page 11

Lopez Brigada Eskwela goes to Morong

Text and photos by Gerbs de Castro

KCFI president Rina Lopez-Bautista and director of operations Edric Calma
during the turnover of donated books

SOME 60 employee volunteers took time out from their
weekend undertakings to help
in improving the surroundings
of Yapak Elementary School in
Morong, Rizal on June 8.
Brigada Eskwela 2019 was
sponsored by Knowledge Channel Foundation Inc. (KCFI),
Lopez Lifelong Wellness and
Lopez Group Foundation Inc.
(LGFI).
The cleanup was preceded
by a short program hosted by
SKY’s Dimpy Jazmines and
LGFI’s Caloy Campos.
KCFI president Rina LopezBautista and Yapak Elementary
School principal Lolit Mateo

Students, teachers and members of the barangay emergency team attend the emergency response seminar

delivered the inspirational and
welcome remarks, respectively.
Lopez-Bautista and KCFI director of operations Edric Calma
later presided over a ceremonial
turnover of donated books to
Yapak Elementary School officials.
Before the activity proper
began, August Villalon from
the Energy Development Corporation (EDC) Emergency
Preparedness and Disaster Response Unit (EPDRU) conducted a safety briefing.
Villalon also teamed up with
EDC EPDRU team member
Pol Rivera for a lecture on handling earthquake and fire situations. In attendance were Yapak
Elementary School students and
teachers as well as members of
the barangay’s emergency team.
Some of the Lopez Group
volunteers proceeded to the
vegetable planting area. The
vegetables grown by the school
are used in its regular feeding
program for the students.
Aside from the book donation, vegetable planting and
emergency response seminar,
the Lopez Group employees
also helped fix the school doors
and organize the library.

The new EyeSite Vision Studio in Sta. Lucia East Grand Mall

ASIAN Eye Institute recently
launched EyeSite Vision Studio in two locations—SM City
Rosario in Cavite and Sta. Lucia East Grand Mall in Cainta,
Rizal.
“EyeSite Vision Studio is
a one-stop shop and clinic for
various eye care needs,” says officer-in-charge for optometric
services Dr. Gualberto Dato.
“Apart from optical products
and eye grade measurement, we
make use of advanced technology to detect eye diseases of
patients through EyeScan and
allow them to discuss their eye
concerns with an ophthalmologist through teleconsultation or
video calling.”
EyeScan is a quick, noninvasive prescreening service
that can detect if a patient has
signs of blinding eye problems
like cataracts, glaucoma, retinal
problems and even cornea and
external diseases like pterygium
or pugita.
EyeScan and teleconsultation
are both pioneered by Asian
Eye in the Philippines.
As part of the Asian Eye
network of clinics, EyeSite
Vision Studio offers the same
quality of care and service as
other Asian Eye and EyeSite
clinics.
Dato notes: “Our optometrists are trained to perform
complete eye checkups. This
means that they do not only
measure your eye grade or offer you optical products, they
can also assess your overall eye
condition and address your eye
concerns.”
EyeSite Vision Studio also
offers other services, including
eye checkup for kids, contact
lens evaluation and fitting, dry
eye screening and color vision
testing.

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline






EyeSite Vision Studios offer the
same quality of care and service as
other Asian Eye and EyeSite clinics

Asian Eye chief operating
officer Alwin Sta. Rosa says:
“Patients today value their
time and they want highquality service. When they
visit us, patients don’t have to
settle for just getting their eye
grade to get eyeglasses, they
find out about their overall eye
health and, more importantly,
if they have signs of eye disease—all for a package price
of P1,990.”
Visit EyeSite Vision Studio
at SM City Rosario in Cavite
and at Sta. Lucia East Grand
Mall in Cainta, Rizal. For inquiries or eye concerns, call
EyeSite Vision Studio-SM
City Rosario at (046) 527-7442
or 0917-8021330 or Sta. Lucia
East Grand Mall at 728-8086
or 0917-8315657.

Sports & Wellness
calendar
JULY
21: Water Run, 3K/5K/
10K/18K (CCP Complex,
Pasay), 3am. Fee: P650P1,000. Register at Garmin
branches (SM North Edsa,
SM Megamall, SM MOA,
Glorietta 5, Uptown Mall
and ATC)

Very Easy
Easy
Medium
Hard

Answer to JUNE 2019 puzzle
Solution, tips and
computer program
available at
www.sudoku.com

SOME...
from page 12

that inspires so much goodness and love for country and the
environment.
Available at Marketplace, P1 Level, Power Plant Mall
The Rockwellist tote by Aranaz and R2R. The Rockwellist tote is a beautiful tote/summery beach bag that makes
use of natural fibers and recycled tarpaulins from Power Plant
Mall. It also has a handwoven drop-in purse made by the R2R
artisans using scrap fabric. We are proud to collaborate with
one of our design partners in R2R, Aranaz and, of course,
Power Plant Mall.
Subscribe to the Power Plant Mall newsletter to find out how
to get your own The Rockwellist tote
SIP Burrito. SIP is a company that cares about the
environment and creates products that can help you start
your zero-waste lifestyle. They sell metal straws, tumblers
and utensil sets that you can bring with you to avoid using those single-use plastic disposables. My favorite is
the SIP Burrito (metal version). It comes with a set of
utensils, chopsticks, a straw, a milk tea straw and a straw
cleaner.
Available at Common Room, R2 Level, Power Plant Mall
R2R Joaquin card holder. It is a simple, understated
product that can fit about 20 cards. I used to put all my
cards in my wallet but because they were piling up in
number, I needed a simple card holder that would make
everything visible and easily accessible. The Joaquin is
handwoven by our R2R artisans using upcycled scrap fabric.
Available during R2R pop-up shops at Power Plant Mall and via
www.rags2riches.ph or www.thingsthatmatter.ph
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Eats By Jannine Sy

Take a moment for Manam

MANAM Comfort Filipino’s
long-awaited branch at the R3
Level of Power Plant Mall finally opened in May.
The homegrown concept
from The Moment Group
(TMG) prides itself on serving
Filipino classics and twists, and
has become a go-to place for
diners seeking the best of contemporary local cuisine.
The Rockwell store is the
brand’s 10th overall and has everything you expect from Manam—and then some!
A supersized menu
At this landmark Manam
branch, guests can look forward
to a supersized menu. Find all
your Manam paboritos, including house crispy sisig, sinigang
na beef short rib and watermelon, and crispy pancit palabok.
Enjoy pampalamigs like the
ube + sago and mango + pomelo
+ sago shakes; and classic Filipino desserts done the Manam
way.
Alfresco area
The 90-seater shop has a cozy
alfresco area decked out with
artwork by the creative folks at
TMG.
Modern Filipino pastries
and desserts
They carry the full selection of minatamis at kakanin
first launched in Manam Cafe.
The culinary team took iconic
Filipino recipes and ingredients
and turned them into pastries
and desserts for the modern
Filipino diner.
There’s the wonderfully sweet
and tangy calamansi tart, with
a cashew and graham crust and
whipped cream on the side.
There’s the ensaymada ‘wiches
duo: the three cheese ensaymada
‘wich that features kesong puti,
parmesan and local cheddar.

INAEC...
from page 10

stops, the trekkers began shedding layer upon layer of sweaters and jackets as they realized
that their exertion increased
their body temperature.
Besides, the temperature
remained at a pleasant 19°
Celsius, not quite the freezing
temperature that the team was
afraid of.
The team moved with urgency, having one goal in mind—
to reach the summit before
sunrise. Thus, the fittest among
the trekkers took it upon themselves to carry the bags of those
who were struggling to continue. Everyone regularly checked

Takeout is a breeze with a dedicated counter at the entrance

Sinigang na beef short rib and watermelon; The pastries and desserts selection includes ensaymada ‘wiches, buko
pie and calamansi tart

The meatier chorizo ensaymada ‘wich packs a chorizo
patty, fried egg and arugula at
its center. There’s also the option of topping all that with
shaved raclette!
Not to be missed is the buko
pie with its tender coconut center,
coconut crumble toppings and a
side of warm coconut cream.

Takeout counter
Diners can also opt to have
their Manam paboritos to go,
thanks to a takeout counter out
front for easy access or through
delivery via the Foodpanda app.
The shop has been a long
time coming for TMG, whose
roster of restaurants (8 Cuts
Burger Blends, Ooma, Din

Tai Fung, Shawa Wama and
Phat Pho Manila, among others), has catered to the Rockwell community for nearly five
years. The new Manam store at
Power Plant Mall means diners, especially those who carry
a Moment card, can now enjoy
all their Moment favorites at
Rockwell Center.

with his or her buddy to make
sure that they were able to keep
up with the rest of the team.
By the time the team
reached Camp 2, around 2,600
meters above sea level, it was
already past 3 a.m. It was then
decided that the INAEC team
will form two groups—the first
made up of the fit, the fast and
the motivated, and the second
of the straggling, the tired and
the determined.
The first team went ahead,
bent on getting to the summit
(Peak 2) before sunrise. The second team still made good time
as the stronger ones made sure
to cheer for those struggling to
keep up and ease their burdens
by taking turns in carrying their

bags and water bottles.
Magnificent
The first team reached the
summit before 5 a.m. and
waited for the sunrise. When it
came at 5:28 a.m., it was indeed
a glorious and magnificent
sight in spite of the absence of
the famed sea of clouds.
The second group arrived
shortly after sunrise, relief giving way to exuberance despite
the exhaustion of the team.
But still, Peak 1 of Mt. Pulag awaited. So, onward and
forward went the team. By this
time, everyone believed that
they could reach Peak 1—and
reach it they did.
At Peak 1, they again took
turns taking pictures. Each one

of these pictures was of people
who are beautiful, and happy,
and simply gratified.
Famished but fulfilled
It was truly a blessed and fun
activity for the INAEC team.
Everyone made it to Peak 1 and
everyone made it back to the
ranger station, tired but injuryfree, famished but fulfilled.
Most of all, the team can
look back on this experience
with pride, pleased to have
discovered that whatever uncertainty they may have faced
in the beginning of the journey
is now replaced with the confidence they have not only in
themselves but in each other.
Together, we got there. INAEC Strong!
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What’s new

Collated by Karina Tropicales

from ABS-CBN Publishing this July
‘Metro Society’ raises toast to
Margarita Forés

Gracing the cover of the “Metro Society” Food and Travel Issue is Margarita Forés. In the cover story by Nana Ozaeta, Forés talks about her
global “rock star” status since being awarded as Asia’s Best Female Chef
2016. Afterwards, “Metro Society” jets off to some underrated travel destinations with Charmaine Lagman, Ipe Cruz, and Patty Ang and Migs
Almeda. Then, raise a glass with Sofia Zobel-Elizalde as Steps Dance Studio begins its 25th year celebration with a living installation by Elena Comendador and Elizabeth Roxas-Dobrish. Also in this issue, hit up Made
Nice at Rockwell and dig into delicious creations by Jack Flores, Gabbi
Ramos-Flores and Raulito Fores before jetting off to Macau for Asia’s
50 Best. In our “Destinations” features, take in the sights of Portugal with
Joanna Preysler-Francisco and wine and dine in San Sebastian with Joel
del Prado. And don’t forget the fashion stories that highlight the perfect
jet set style with the Louis Vuitton Staples Collection, Hackett, Dior and
Maison Margiela. ( Justin Alexandra Convento)

These include inspirational books “My Journey: The Story of An
Unexpected Leader” by Charo Santos-Concio, “The Crown: Your Essential Guide to Becoming a Beauty Queen” by Jonas Gaffud, “Behind
the Blog” by Kryz Uy, “All That Matters” by Francis Kong and “The
Happy Entrepreneur” by Ardy Roberto.
Browse through delectable Pinoy menus with the digital copies of
“The Kitchen Scoundrel: The Adventures and Misadventures of a Chef ”
by Gene Gonzalez and “Philippine Cookery: From Heart to Platter” by
Tatung Sarthou.
Little kids’ prayer time is made easier with a Kindle copy of “My
First Prayer Book” by Scarlet Snow Belo.
Also part of this limited offer is the handy manual for couples, “10
Things We Fight About” by Richard Poon and Maricar Reyes-Poon.
Get your digital copy of these favorite Kapamilya books on Amazon
Kindle for only $3.99 until July 20.
Get the newest issues of your favorite magazines
at leading bookstores and magazine stands nationwide. To download, users on Android devices
must download the Zinio app from the Android
Market. The app is also available through the iPad
App Store. PC and Mac users can access Zinio at
zinio.com. You may also subscribe to your favorite
ABS-CBN Publishing magazines or purchase current and back issues by logging on to http://store.abscbn.com/categories/Magazines/Current-Issues/.

Discounted e-books until July 20!

ABS-CBN Books goes digital
via Amazon Kindle

Nine Kapamilya reads from ABS-CBN Books are now on digital
reading platform Amazon Kindle.

THE ABS-CBN STORE FINDS

Kapamilya are forever
The celebration for ABS-CBN’s 65 years in the service of the
Filipino continues with these #ForeverKapamilya shirts from
The ABS-CBN Store! Get one for P375 each at The ABSCBN Store, G/F ELJ Building and online at www.abs-cbnstore.com. (Pia de Leon)
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THE ROCKWELLIST GUIDE

By Jannine Sy

Some of Reese Fernandez-Ruiz’s favorite things

EVER wonder what tastemakers and stylish shoppers have in their shopping bags?
We asked Reese Fernandez-Ruiz, sustainability
advocate, cofounder and president of Rags2Riches
and Things That Matter, about her zero-waste starter kit, her go-to baby wash and some beloved local
products that create positive impact.
Messy Bessy Little Warrior. I don’t leave the
house without this! It smells awesome, is made
from plant-derived ingredients, and it works! And
the best part is, it is manufactured by a local social
enterprise that provides education, employment
and rehabilitation for at-risk young adults.
Visit Messy Bessy, R3 Level, Power Plant Mall
Human Nature baby wash. This is my son’s goto baby wash. My toddler loves bath time so it is
important for me that the products he uses are safe
and sustainable. Human Nature is also a company
Turn to page 11

Messy Bessy’s Little Warrior sanitizers

R2R Joaquin
card holder

Baby care starter set from Human Nature
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The Rockwellist tote

SIP Burrito utensil and straw set

